
AI Tools 

Each Header is linked to the site, just hold down “Ctrl” and click on the link. 

Lusha  

Lusha is a B2B sales and contact database tool designed to enhance sales processes. It enables sales 

teams to quickly find prospects' contact details, significantly improving their ability to reach and 

connect with potential customers. 

ChatGPT 

ChatGPT is a model trained by OpenAI that interacts conversationally. It can answer follow-up 

questions, admit mistakes, challenge incorrect premises, and reject inappropriate requests. 

Durable AI 

Durable offers a fast AI-powered website builder targeted at business owners, simplifying the 

creation and management of professional websites. 

Tome 

Tome is an innovative AI-powered tool for creating compelling stories, suitable for marketers, 

entrepreneurs, and content creators. It features drag-and-drop creation and responsive pages. 

HeyGen 

Hey Gen is a video production platform using AI to create videos from text. It provides AI-generated 

avatars and voices, with a variety of templates for different marketing and sales purposes. 

Droxy 

Droxy is an AI tool that turns content into interactive chatbots, enhancing knowledge sharing and 

user engagement. 

Air 

Air is an AI service capable of having lengthy phone calls that mimic human interaction, with 

applications in sales and customer service. 

Hume AI 

Hume AI provides tools for understanding nonverbal behaviour based on scientific research. They 

offer a unified platform that can analyse text, audio, video, or images. 

App Builder 

Glide is a no-code AI app builder allowing users to create custom AI-powered apps without coding 

experience. 

Wonder Dynamics 

Wonder Studio is an AI tool that automates animation, lighting, and composition of CG characters 

into live-action scenes. It operates via a browser-based VFX studio. 

  

https://www.lusha.com/data-attributes/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
https://durable.co/
https://tome.app/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=March2023_T1-T1A_Google-SEM_Prospecting_Tome-Nonbrand&utm_content=March2023_T1-A_Google-SEM_Prospecting_AI-slides&utm_ad=652092411053&utm_term=beautiful%20ai&matchtype=b&device=c&GeoLoc=9069044&placement=&network=g&campaign_id=19814760705&adset_id=145655164974&ad_id=652092411053&gad=1&gclid=CjwKCAjwyqWkBhBMEiwAp2yUFlvMlN6gURyz0gscZWp-wMa0xLkaxIMJPItFmxEK7yO6-349qXykrRoCDccQAvD_BwE
https://app.heygen.com/videos
https://www.droxy.ai/
https://www.air.ai/
https://hume.ai/products
https://www.appypie.com/app-builder/appmaker?gclid=Cj0KCQjw3JanBhCPARIsAJpXTx5HVcK2Z9PxWIK-ltDZ-BIJ5Xbd7DhaFjIp__UVgf5YamqZguHJcSYaAoYbEALw_wcB
https://wonderdynamics.com/#product


Runway ML 

Runway is an AI research company developing tools for art, entertainment, and creativity. They offer 

services to generate videos using text, images, or video clips. 

Mailbutler 

his is an email extension adding features to Outlook, Gmail, or Apple Mail inboxes. Features include 

email tracking, smart send later options, and more. 

xpression camera 

A virtual camera app allowing users to transform their appearance in real-time on platforms like 

Zoom, Twitch, or YouTube. 

Bland AI 

Bland AI offers a developer-first solution for implementing AI phone calls, both inbound and 

outbound, through a flexible, powerful API. 

Publer 

An AI-powered content management and repurposing tool for social media professionals, supporting 

platforms like Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and more. 

Docus 

An AI-powered health platform offering health reports and doctor's medical second opinions. 

RemovePaywall 

This service finds archived versions of websites to access articles without paywalls. 

Adobe Elements 2024 Family 

Adobe offers photo and video editing with AI features in their 2024 Elements software, including 

Photoshop Elements and Premiere Elements 

TurboScribe 

This is an AI-powered transcription tool that provides unlimited audio and video transcription 

services, known for its accuracy. 

CassetteAI 

Cassette AI is an AI music generation tool using Latent Diffusion models (LDMs) to make music 

production and customization accessible to everyone. 

AI tools 

An aggregator platform for various AI tools and services. 

Bedtimestory.ai 

n AI-powered bedtime story creator that allows users to generate personalized stories, including 

custom characters, genres, art styles, and morals. 

  

https://app.runwayml.com/video-tools/teams/julian618/ai-tools/gen-2
https://www.mailbutler.io/
https://xpressioncamera.com/#product-description
https://www.bland.ai/
https://app.publer.io/#/
https://my.docus.ai/dashboard/chat
https://www.removepaywall.com/
https://www.adobe.com/au/products/elements-family.html
https://turboscribe.ai/
https://cassetteai.com/
https://topai.tools/
https://www.bedtimestory.ai/browse


SEO Expert 

An AI tool focused on SEO (Search Engine Optimization). 

Book Witch 

Book Witch is an AI tool that simplifies the e-book creation process, handling all aspects of writing 

and editing. 

Jenni 

Jenni is an AI assistant for academic writing, offering features to enhance research and writing 

capabilities. 

AI Course Creator 

Course AI is an AI tool that streamlines the creation of online courses. Users can choose or let AI 

generate a course topic, and the tool assists in all aspects of course creation. 

 

https://usestyle.ai/seona?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=Tweet&utm_campaign=DevMuzzammil
https://bookwitch.io/
https://jenni.ai/
https://courseai.com/?gclid=CjwKCAiA04arBhAkEiwAuNOsImb3wmZiAnrFOM6M5Fl-tKroyai-Y17iU0ONolAW8grZeOpHzFQ9choCLugQAvD_BwE

